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coercive measures in psychiatry a review of ethical arguments
May 28 2024

numerous articles point out the use of coercion as a means to recover autonomy based on relational ethics of care and using concepts such as relational
autonomy and interpersonal interactions 4 9 17 26 37 39 74 77 81 87 106 114

informed consent autonomy and beliefs autonomy
Apr 27 2024

informed consent requirements are ubiquitous in health care and they are regarded as a cornerstone of ethical medical practice it is also often treated as a
truism that these requirements are to be justified by the principle of respect for autonomy

autonomy and coercion moral values in medical practice
Mar 26 2024

coercion then suggests a possible double loss of autonomy in the disposal of services and in remuneration this brief essay will not discuss whether a nhip is
necessary nor whether it would involve some measure of coercion

coercion and autonomy sometimes collide in patient care
Feb 25 2024

coercion and autonomy sometimes collide in patient care decisions involuntary treatment should be invoked carefully and with close attention to the
patient s decision making capacity caution forensic psychiatry experts

coercion stanford encyclopedia of philosophy
Jan 24 2024

this analysis is argued to help explain some other intuitions we have regarding the threat of wrongful coercion to autonomy and its deforming of the
coercee s choice situation beyond wronging the target of coercion there are arguably other ethical implications of coercion

autonomy duress and coercion cambridge university press
Dec 23 2023
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for the past three decades philosophical discussions of both personal autonomy and what it is for a person to identify with her desires have been dominated
by the hierarchical analyses of these concepts developed by gerald dworkin and harry frankfurt

coercion in mental healthcare the principle of least
Nov 22 2023

the presupposition that mental illness involves limited autonomy cannot be taken to justify use of coercion we outline a principle of least coercive
intervention that we think has the potential to lessen the prevalence and extent of coercion in mental healthcare

women s and provider s moral reasoning about the pubmed
Oct 21 2023

evidence shows that during birth women frequently experience unconsented care coercion and a loss of autonomy for many countries this contradicts both
the law and medical ethics guidelines which emphasize that competent and fully informed women s autonomy must always be respected to better und

coercion and moral responsibility jstor
Sep 20 2023

analyze coercion primarily in terms of rights and obligations or other moral considerations such as utility maximiza tion does not adequately highlight the
fact that coercion constrains individual freedom and undermines individual autonomy for these reasons it is necessary to provide an empirical rather than a
moralized account of coercion

vaccination refusal autonomy and permitted coercion pubmed
Aug 19 2023

gradually in the usa a duty not a coercion of vaccination is being enforced occurring epidemics e g measles and dangers resulting from them force
authorities to violate the principle of autonomy and restrict individuals freedoms regarding their own body

social coercion patient preferences and ai substituted
Jul 18 2023

published in the american journal of bioethics vol 24 no 7 2024
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autonomy duress and coercion social philosophy and policy
Jun 17 2023

for the past three decades philosophical discussions of both personal autonomy and what it is for a person to identify with her desires have been dominated
by the hierarchical analyses of these concepts developed by gerald dworkin and harry frankfurt

the perversion of autonomy coercion and constraints in a
May 16 2023

the perversion of autonomy the proper uses of coercion and constraints in a liberal society gaylin willard and jennings bruce 1996 related items in google
scholar

force feeding and coercion no physician complicity
Apr 15 2023

hunger strikes are a last resort way of expressing protest or dissent in situations of coercion and it was felt that respect for patient autonomy in such cases
overruled mere beneficence hunger strikers should not be force fed

a latent class analysis of reproductive coercion experiences
Mar 14 2023

reproductive coercion rc refers to violent behavior against women that specifically targets reproductive autonomy grace anderson 2018 such behavior
interferes with women s autonomous decision making in matters of birth control and family planning miller et al 2010 moore et al 2010

distributive justice state coercion and autonomy jstor
Feb 13 2023

coercion and autonomy and we are confident that her situation is created or remediable by human agency then it seems we might be able to articulate a
moral duty toward that person without yet looking at how her bundle stacks up to those of others the moral shortfall of her situation is found

coercion autonomy rationality and contemporary bioethics
Jan 12 2023
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the content based view of threats normative and non normative accounts of coercion on one prominent approach to coercion one that is endorsed by the
standard account of autonomy in bioethics it is claimed that coercion necessarily involves the use of threats

the role of autonomy in moral behavior psychology today
Dec 11 2022

autonomy makes our moral behavior more effective one way of understanding autonomy and its benefits is to look at what can happen when people
respond well to moral expectations but lack autonomy

autonomy and coercion 23 the routledge handbook of
Nov 10 2022

it is widely accepted that subjecting a person to coercion will compromise her autonomy with respect to the acts that she is coerced into performing but the

autonomy and coercion moral values in medical practice
Oct 09 2022

autonomy and coercion moral values in medical practice richard a mccormick s j in his article fr mccormick underscores the dangers of isolating a right
from the environment in which it is exercised and from other possibly superseding rights he then goes on to a discussion of the physician so right to
autonomy in its full context
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